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Stimuli-responsive polymer nanogels (NGs) are promising
materials for drug delivery applications because of their

trigger-assisted properties; the pH or temperature dependent
swelling behavior of “smart” polymers enables the controlled
loading and release of drugs or other payload molecules asso-
ciated with the polymer.1�6 Their combination with inorganic
NPs results in nanostructures with additional functional proper-
ties. For example, magnetic manipulation can be achieved if
superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs (IONPs) are incorporated,
bright photoluminescence is obtained if QDs are bound to the
NGs and plasmonic properties are gained when linking metallic
NPs, such as gold NPs. The most common techniques used to
synthesize nanoscaled polymeric NGs are emulsion (and in-
versed emulsion), mini-emulsion (and inversed mini-emulsion),
or precipitation polymerizations.7�9 By these methods high
yields of polymer NGs with narrow size distributions with sizes
practically tunable at the mesoscale (below 200 nm) can be
achieved. To integrate inorganic NPs into polymer NGs different
strategies can be exploited, such as the physical entrapment,
coprecipitation methods, in situ synthesis, and the covalent
linkage.10�14Among them, in order to preserve the properties
of both the inorganic NPs and the NGs and to have stable and
robust functionalized NGs, covalent linkage is perhaps the most
appropriated procedure. Also, by this method various types of
inorganic NPs might be incorporated simultaneously within the
same NGs as here shown.

Here, we report a synthetic approach to prepare pH-respon-
sive poly(2-vinylpyridine-co-divinylbenzene-) NGs covalently
functionalized with inorganic NPs. The late injection of

allyl-functionalized inorganic NPs during emulsion polymeriza-
tion allows us to control the incorporation into the NGs of
different types of inorganic NPs while preserving the acidic pH
response of the NGs. Copolymerization of the 2-vinylpyridine
(2VP) and divinylbenzene (DVB) by surfactant-free emulsion
polymerization has been previously described8 and the size
tunability of the 2VP-DVB NGs in the range of 40�200 nm
has been demonstrated.11

In order to copolymerize the inorganic NPs with the NGs, the
NPs must have accessible C�C double bonds at their surface on
which the radical reaction can be propagated. Also, the NPs
should be water-soluble since water is the reaction medium in
which the NPs are injected, and they should also be stable in the
oil phase in which the formation and the growth of the polymeric
NGs occur. In order to meet these criteria, the transfer of the
inorganic NPs to aqueous solution was achieved by the functio-
nalization with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) molecules as the
NPs were originally synthesized via colloidal methods involving
nonpolar solvents.15�17 We chose PEG molecules bearing an
allyl group as polymerizable entity at one end and a binding unit
at the other end which is reactive toward the different NP sur-
faces (HS-PEG-allyl and Gallol-PEG-allyl, see Figure 1A, B).
At the same time, the PEG chain guarantees solubility of the NPs
both in the oil and in the aqueous phase, due to its amphiphilic
character. While the PEG-allyl portion of the ligand could be the
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ABSTRACT: Allyl-PEG capped inorganic NPs, including mag-
netic iron oxide (IONPs), fluorescent CdSe/ZnS quantum dots
(QDs), and metallic gold (AuNPs of 5 and 10 nm) both indi-
vidually and in combination, were covalently attached to pH-
responsive poly(2-vinylpyridine-co-divinylbenzene) nanogels via
a facile and robust one-step surfactant-free emulsion polymeriza-
tion procedure. Control of the NPs associated to the nanogels was
achieved by the late injection of the NPs to the polymerization solution at a stage when just polymeric radicals were present.
Remarkably, by varying the total amount of NPs injected, the swelling behavior could be affected. Furthermore, the magnetic
response as well as the optical features of the nanogels containing either IONPs or QDs could be modified. In addition, a radical
quenching in case of gold nanoparticles was observed, thus affecting the final nanogel geometry.
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same for any of the core material used, the NP binding moiety
was properly selected depending on the type of NP. For Au NPs
and QDs, mercapto-modified PEG allyl molecules (HS-PEG-Al,
Figure 1A, Supporting Information, for ligand synthesis and NP-
functionalized characterization) were exchanged at the NP sur-
face, as the thiols can strongly bind to both gold atoms as well as
to the ZnS shell of CdSe/ZnS core�shell QDs.18 Instead, for
IONPs, gallol-PEG allyl molecules (Figure 1B and Supporting
Information) were chosen as it is known that the catechol
derivates can complex well with the accessible Fe2+/Fe3+ ions
at the IONP surface.19,20

The preparation of 2VP/DVB NGs functionalized with NPs
of different materials reported here exploits a simple concept: in a
one-step reaction, the addition of the allyl-PEG functionalized
NPs to the reaction mixture occurs at least 20 min after the
polymerization has started. This time delay is required in order to
allow first the nucleation of the polymer NGs and at the same
time the consumption of the free initiators and most of the
monomers in the water phase, thus maximizing at 20 min the
probability for the NPs to react toward the polymeric radicals at
the surface of the growing NGs (see Figure 1C). Indeed, it is
critical to prevent that the allyl-NPs, which are also soluble in
water, act as nuclei themselves on which the polymerization can
initiate and proceed independently from that of the NGs.
Therefore, the delay time (20 min was found the most suitable
time within the different time lapses tested) was indeed necessary

to start the polymerization, leading first to the nucleation of
2VB/DVB beads having hydrodynamic diameters of about
25 nm (checked by DLS, see Supporting Information, Figure
S10), and to the following copolymerization of the allyl-capped
NPs. Under these conditions, at the end of the reaction time
(120 min) a homogeneous reaction product composed of NGs
functionalized with NPs was formed (100% of the NPs could be
successfully grafted onto the polymer NGs and no free NGs
or free NPs were found in the final product, see Figure 2 and
Figure S7, SI). On the contrary, if the NPs, the 2VP and DVB,
were mixed all together at the start of the reaction and then the
polymerization reaction was carried out, a more inhomogeneous
sample was obtained in which many empty NGs were also
present in addition to the targeted NGs functionalized with NPs.

While with IONPs and QDs the amounts of NPs inserted into
the NGs could be varied in a wide range (between ca. 6 and
800 nM for either IONPs or QDs as determined by ICP, see
Supporting Information), in the case of Au NPs the amount
incorporated was limited to a narrow range (around 5 nM for
10 nmAu and 25 nM for 5 nmAu-NG). At higher concentrations
of Au NPs than these critical limits, the NPs were not copoly-
merized and instead were found free in solution. Also, the
geometry of the resulting NGs was related to the type of NPs
that were incorporated (Figure 2). While the IONPs and the
QDs NPs were covering more homogenously the NGs, the Au
NPs displayed a corona-like covering as seen in dried state on the

Figure 1. Time line scheme for the copolymerization of 2VP/DVB with IONPs/QDs/AuNPs@X-PEG-Al by late injection emulsion polymerization.
The monomers 2VP and DVB (oil phase) are emulsified in continuous aqueous phase containing the initiator (AIBA). After 20 min the radical
containing species in the aqueous phase are mostly polymeric radicals. By fast injection of the PEG-allyl-functionalized NPs, polymer/nanoparticle
composite nanogels can be obtained with tunable solid content and different NPs distribution of the polymeric beads.
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transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid, in which the Au
NPs were distributed mostly on the edge of the NGs. In order to
confirm the role of Au (at high concentrations) that hinders the
formation of NGs, the synthesis of NGs was carried out in the
presence of Au NPs capped with PEG molecules bearing a
methoxy-termination, thus without the allyl group (HS-PEG-
OMe). In this case, no copolymerization of AuNPs with the NGs
was expected and if no Au interference occurred, empty NGs
together with free single Au NPs should be obtained in the final
sample. Nevertheless, TEM analysis showed that no NGs were
formed in the presence of methoxy-PEG-capped Au NPs in the
reaction mixture (at Au concentration exceeded 60 nM), thus
confirming the inhibition of NG formation by the metallic core
(Au). Most likely, the AuNPs can easily sequester electrons from
the radical chains of the polymer resulting in a quenching of
radical product (and leading for example to an elimination
product). This effect was dependent on the Au concentration,
since upon increasing the Au NPs amount the polymerization
was quenched and no NGs were formed. It is worth to note
however that for the two sizes of AuNPs chosen, the total Au NP
surface area (calculated by considering the concentrations at
which the Au NGs could be still obtained, see Supporting
Information) has similar values for both sizes of Au NPs, thus
indicating that the total accessible area of Au NPs exposed (more
than the concentration of nanoparticles itself) is the critical
parameter, promoting the incorporation of AuNPs within the
NGs. The quenching effect of Au NPs was also confirmed by
measuring the monomer conversion percentage. After 20 min of
the reaction time the monomer conversion was found to be
around 60% before injecting the NPs. After 120 min, the
conversion percentages were found basically unchanged for all
the NGs containing Au (5 nm Au-, 10 nm Au- and mix-NGs),
while in case of QD-NG and IO-NG the monomer conversion
reached values between 90 and 95% (see Supporting In-
formation). This shows clearly that the addition of a sufficient
amount of Au NPs to the ongoing reaction quenches the
polymerization completely. These results are consistent with

the findings obtained by Sheibat-Othman et al. when silica
particles were used in the surfactant free emulsion polymeriza-
tion of poly(styrene-co-methyl methacrylate); even in this case if
critical threshold concentrations of silica particles were used also
the quenching of the polymerization was observed.21The critical
Au concentration together with the partially conversion of the
monomers in the Au NGs might also explain the corona-like
geometry of Au-NGs; the Au-NGs with less rigid nanostructures
can arrange in a corona-like nanostructures during the drying
process on the TEM grid. Duguet et al. have observed similar
results in silica-polystyrene multipod composits.22 When the
monomer conversion was far from 100% due to a less rigid
nanostructure obtained, the arrangement of the polystyrene
around the silica beads lead to a corona-like structures observed
under TEM (the authors also showed that for samples after full
conversion did not show this effect; the system was rigid enough
to remain once deposited on the substrate in the same geometry
as found in solution).23

The pH response of the samples shown in Figure 3 was
assessed by dynamic light scattering (DLS, Figure 3A) and was
confirmed by TEM analysis (Figure 3B, Supporting In-
formation). As for the NGs alone, the volume transition occurred
always at a pH around 4 and depending on the amount of NPs
included into the NGs (as determined by thermal gravimetric
analysis (TGA) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP), see
Supporting Information), a general trend could be observed:
the higher the concentration of NPs copolymerized with 2VP/
DVB, the lesser was the change in the volume transition.
There are at least three possible reasons for this behavior. First,
the copolymerized NPs generate steric hindrance that results in
a more rigid NG surface with a corresponding loss in volume
transition. Additionally, if more NPs were copolymerized with
the NGs amore cross-linked NG structure might result (eachNP
surface has multiple C�C double bonds and each of them can be
copolymerized with multiple polymer chains of the NG). Finally,
the NPs can also copolymerize with each other, thus contributing
to less permeable NGs.

Investigations of the photoluminescence (PL) of the QD-NG
at various pHs showed an interesting effect. The bright fluores-
cence of the QD-NG exhibited at pH 7 was quenched when the
pH was lowered and it was lost completely and irreversibly at
pH3 (Figure 4). The ZnS shell, which is usually composed of a few
atomic layers, is likely degraded in acidic conditions (below pH 5),
resulting in a reduced passivation of the CdSe and consequently
to the fast quenching of the fluorescence as already reported in
the literature.24�26 This indeed is observed even on our system
whenmeasuring by ICP the Cd ion release in solution at different
pH after separation of the QD-NGs from water by centrifugation
in a filter (molecular cutoff point = 100 kDa, see Figure 4B).

The remarkable quenching effect in our system can be already
seen at pH 6. At this pH, degradation of the ZnS is quite unlikely,
which is confirmed by the fact that the PL signal stays constant
over days and no significant dissolution of Cd was found for QD-
NGs at pHs between 5 and 7. The observed loss in PL intensity at
pHs between 7 and 5 must be therefore related to another
phenomenon. Mulvaney et al. demonstrated that by applying a
positive potential, thus injecting positive charges (holes, h+) on
CdSe/ZnS QDs deposited on a Au substrate, the PL intensity of
the QDs was irreversibly quenched. The authors suggested that
likely if a positive potential is applied the injected holes might
induce a chemical oxidation at the CdSe/ZnS interface (CdSe + 2
h+fCd2+ + Se). The products of the reaction, the Cd2+ ions and

Figure 2. Characteristic TEM micrographs at pH 7 of 2VP/DVB NGs
including IONPs (IO-NG), QDs (QD-NG), 10 nm AuNPs (10 nm Au-
NG), 5 nm AuNPs (5 nm Au-NG) and NGs containing IONPs/QDs/
5 nm AuNPs (mix-NG). The scale bars correspond to 20 nm. The
weight percentage numbers indicate the inorganic solid content mea-
sured by thermal gravimetric analysis, TGA (see also Supporting
Information).
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Se atoms lattice, confined at the CdSe/ZnS interface, act as trap
states for the electrons and the holes and thus could play the role
of dark recombination centers.27 In analogy to the Mulvaney
findings, we are likely observing a similar behavior except that the
positive charges are injected by the protonation of the pyridine of
the nanogel network associated to the QDs. We assume that in
case of QD-NGs, the steep exponential PL decay with decreasing
the pH is related to the local environment at which the QDs,
included into the NGs, are exposed. At pH 7, the NG network is
well compacted around the QDs. This screens the QD surface
from the external environment and results in NGs with a bright
fluorescence. When the pH is lowered, the pyridine units of the
polymer chains attract protons and the local proton concentra-
tion (positive charge density) in the proximity of the QDs linked

to the NGs is higher than in the bulk solution thus resulting in a
locally lower pH and consequent PL decay.28 For the QDs
capped with HS-PEG-allyl alone the same effect was observed,
but the decrease of PL was linear with the pH and thus the effect
of PL intensity loss was less dramatic. Here, it is remarkable the
difference in the trend of degradation of the same allyl-PEG-QD
when they were covalently linked to NGs or when they were free
in solution. The association with a pH responsive NGs can
significantly affects their local pH environment and thus the
PL decay.

These findings make both the mix-NGs and the QD-NGs
interesting for potential optical pH sensors in the range from 7 to
4 (see Figure 4B). To cite one example, for tracking the cellular
delivery of the cargo associated to the pH-NGs (which should

Figure 3. pH response of the NP-NGs. (A) Hydrodynamic diameters dH (intensity mean measured by DLS) of the different NP-functionalized NGs at
different pHs (see also for additional DLS data). Error bars reflect the SD. (B) TEM diameters of the NP-functionalized-NGs at pH 7 and pH 3 (the
average values were calculated on an average of 100NGsmeasured; theNGs at pH 3were stained with 1% aqueousOsO4 solution). Error bars reflect the
SD. (C) Typical TEM micrograph of NP-NG (in the specific case QD-NG) at pH 7 and pH 3 (right image: NG was stained with 1% aqueous OsO4

solution). The scale bars correspond to 20 nm. NPs are covalently attached to the NG and thus are not released at pH 3.The TEM images of NGs shown
are representative of the samples but do not correspond to each other.

Figure 4. (A) Photoluminescence of QD-NGs at various pHs. The bright QD-NG pholuminescence at pH 7 is quenched when the pH is lowered to
pH 3. (B) Plot of the PL at 590 nm versus the pH for the QD-NG and the QDs@HS-PEG-OMe and the Cd found in downstream of the QD-NG at
different pHs by after filtering in centrifuge filter. The difference in the slope of the PL decay indicates a lower pH at the NGs surface. Quenching of
fluorescence of QD-NG at pH lower than 7 allows pH sensing from pH 7 to pH 4 at which the swelling of the NGs starts. Going from pH 7 to pH 5.5 ca.
70% of fluorescence is quenched while almost no free Cd could be detected by ICP. For pH lower than 5 a significant Cd release can be detected.
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occur when the nanogel is in a swelling state and thus below pH 5)
the QD-NGs can be applied as in situ pH sensors to detect at
subcellular level the pathway and the localization of the NGs
within the different cellular compartments. Indeed it is known
that the early endosomes have a pH around 6�5.5 and at these
pHs the QD-NGs preserve partially the fluorescence, while the
pH of late endosomes and lysosomes goes below 4.5 �4 and at
these pH values the fluorescent of the QD-NGs is lost almost
completely.29,30

Optical properties of 5 nm Au-NG and 10 nm Au-NG at pH 7
and pH 3 were also investigated by UV�vis spectroscopy (see
Supporting Information). If the Au-NGs were brought to pH 3,
the polymer swelled and the average distance between the Au-
NPs was increased. Indeed, a small blue shift of 3 nm (toward
shorter wavelengths) of the typical Au plasmon peak at 520 nm
was observed at pH 3 with respect to pH 7. Also, it is worth
mentioning that the absorption spectrum of mix-NG at pH 7
shows a broad absorption peak derived from the merging of
the plasmon peak of the Au-NPs and the absorption of the QDs
(see Supporting Information). For the mix-NG, at pH 3, while
the plasmon peak of the Au-NGs was slightly blue shifted, the
absorption of the QD-NGs was unchanged while the PL peak at
590 nm was quenched (see Supporting Information, Figure S13).

Finally, all nanogels including magnetic nanoparticles (mix-
NG, IO-NG) could be quantitatively collected using an external
magnet (0.3 T) within few hours (at a concentration of IONPs,
6 nm in diameter, between 140 to 800 nM, see Figure 5B), thus
indicating that the magnetic moments of the single IONPs are
summed up in the NGs allowing a faster magnetic separation
compared to that of single IONP while preserving the super-
paramagnetic behavior of the IONPs. The M(H) curves re-
corded show clearly that the superparamagnetic behavior of the
IONPs is kept even when the IONPs are incorporated into the
NG since no hysteresis loop is observed for the IO-NGs at 298 K

(Figure 5A). The force exerted on an IO-NG can be calculated
with the well-known eq 131

Fm ¼ ∇ðμHÞ ð1Þ

whereH is the magnetic field and μ is the single IONPs magnetic
moment. In the case of IONPs, this force is then exerted on each
single particle (moment: μ) and the corresponding movement
toward the magnet has to compete, as first approximation, with
the Brownian motion in solution.

In the case of the sample IO-NG, the total magnetic moment
(μT) that has to be taken into account to apply the eq 1 is that
obtained as vectorial sum of all the single magnetic nanoparticle
moments over the total volume of the single nanogel (see Sup-
porting Information). By an approximate calculation we found
that in the case of the IO-NGs this force scales with a factor of
27 times higher than that of the single IONPs, thus allowing a
faster quantitative accumulation of the IO-NGs to the 0.3 T
magnet as experimentally observed (Figure 5B).

In summary, we described a facile synthetic approach to
prepare pH responsive poly(2-vinylpyridine-co-divinylbenzene-
co-nanoparticles) composite NGs via late injection emulsion
polymerization. Various nanoparticles (IONPs,QDs, and AuNPs)
could be covalently attached to the NGs. To the best of our
knowledge, the arbitrary combination of different inorganic NPs
with pH responsive monomers via one pot emulsion copolymer-
ization, as well as the late injection to solution/suspension of rad-
ical polymeric nanogels has not yet been reported. With this ap-
proach, the different types of the inorganic NPs and the different
comonomers that compose the nanogels could be arbitrarily
chosen, thus extending the procedure to the fabrication of different
polymer/inorganic NPs nanocomposites. While the pH-respon-
sive behavior of the NGs is kept even when the inorganic NPs are
incorporated within the NGs thus suggesting possible exploitation
of the system as carrier for different charged payloads, the close
proximity of the nanoparticles to the NG network influences the
NP properties. In the case of the gold NPs, the radical reaction and
the geometry of the Au-NGs obtained were affected, while in the
case of the QDs the dependence of the photoluminescence decay
of the QD-NGs was drastically changed with respect to free QDs
and this feature can be exploited to sense the local pH at the QD
surface. Finally, the multifunctional nanogels here developed
might find applications in biomedicine as multitasks tools for
parallel (i) pH sensors,32 (ii) heating agents (due to the magnetic
NPs) for hyperthermia treatment,33,34 and (iii) nanocontainers for
different drug or payloads (short interfering RNA) with release
triggered by the acidic pH.30
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Figure 5. (A) M(H) curves of IO-NPs and IO-NGs at 298K. (B) NGs
with incorporated IO NPs can be quantitatively collected by a small
magnet (0.3 T) after 10 h. Left vial, mix-NG; right vial, IO-NG.
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